
 

     Kino Ken screened LE METIS DE DIEU in March, 2014 at the Pittsburgh Jewish Film Festival. 

It was shown then at Seton Hill in Greensburg, Pennsylvania. Below is his review of the dvd 

version of that film, distributed by Film Movement. 

 

France / Italy   2013   color   96 minutes   subtitled live action feature teledrama    

Plus Image 4 /Arte France / TV5 Monde / Centre National de la Cinematographie (CNC) / Euro 

Media France / Fugitive Productions / Scarlett Productions   Producers: Ilan Duran Cohen, 

Joëy Faré 

 

15 of a possible 20 points                                                                                 **** of a possible *****   

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

1          Direction: Ilan Duran Cohen 

1          Editing: Fabrice Rouaud, Elif Uluengin 

2          Cinematography: Christophe Graillot* 

1          Lighting: Christophe Alaphilippe 

2          Teleplay: Chantal Derudder, Ilan Duran Cohen 

1          Music: Nathaniel Méchaly 

2          Locations 

            Make-up: Amelie Bouilly and Elisa Costa 

2          Sound: Sylvain Malbrant (Sound Editor) and Laurent Poirier (Sound Recordist) 

2          Acting 

1          Creativity 

15 total points 

 

Cast: Laurent Lucas (Jean-Marie Lustiger), Aurelien Recoing* (Jean-Paul II), 

Audrey Dana* (Fanny), Pascal Greggory* (Albert Decourtray), Gregoire Leprince-Ringuet 



(Le Pere Julien), Alex Skarbek (Pere Kristof), Vincent Furic (Traditionalist), 

Henri Guybet* (Charles Lustiger, father of Jean-Marie), Aurélien Heilbronn 

(Swiss Guard), Zbigniew Jankowski (Polish Guard), Jean-Noel Martin 

(Monsiegneur Courcoux), Nathalie Richard (Mother Superior), Pascal Tantot 

(Churchman), Bruno Todeschini* (Theo Klein), others 

 

     This reviewer wishes to acknowledge rummaging about at the following websites for 

background information about Aron Lustiger: Wikipedia and http://h-france.net/the-buz 

article by John Connelly of the University of California at Berkeley.  

     Beginning with surprise announcement of an offered position as Archbishop of Orleans in 

1979, director Ilan Duran Cohen’s film THE JEWISH CARDINAL maps the career of Jean-Marie 

Lustiger during the following turbulent years, when friction between church and state in 

France and Poland threatened dominance of the Catholic Church in those countries. Viewers 

are quickly introduced to a chain-smoking, irritable, undiplomatic protagonist who, born 

Jewish, converted to Christianity in 1940 under the influence of sheltering Christian guardian 

Suzanne Combes. The impact of this on his father is explored, but there is no attempt to 

illuminate how it affects relations with unseen Arlette, his younger sister. Instead, friction 

between cousin Fanny and Aron Jean-Marie are substituted, their disagreements boiling to 

the surface at critical moments such as Aron’s 1979 investiture as Cardinal of Orleans and 

papa Charles Lustiger’s funeral in 1982. In respect of the latter event, at least one reference 

source disputes the claim Aron refused to say a gravesite Kaddish despite prior request to do 

so from the deceased. Did Cohen include the controversial scene just to create a more 

conflicted screen hero?  

     At the heart of his film is the warring theologies of Christianity and Judaism, which Aron 

Lustiger believes to be complementary. Apparently, neither his father nor Pope John Paul II 

agrees. The Pope lionizes him because of his adherence to fundamentalist Catholic orthodoxy 

by choice, while Charles deplores an adolescent rebellion protracted into adulthood. 

However, neither of Aron’s parents had been observant Jews, leaving their children in  

spiritual limbo when the challenge of Nazism arose. Were younger Lustigers persecuted 

because they were of Jewish ancestry? Or for failing to honor the central figure of 

Christianity?  

     This question must have puzzled them considerably. Perhaps subsequent conversion to 

Catholicism was an ideological safeguard, placing the siblings in a justifiable position for 

redemption by Christian protectors. It was probably not lost upon them that Father 

Bezembes was sheltering Charles at the Jesuit Ecole de purpan during the final years of World 

War II. Visit http://www.lefigaro.fr/.../01016-20120403ARTFI, citing Henri Tincq’s testimonial 

included in his book JEAN-MARIE LUSTIGER: LE CARDINAL PROPHÈTE.  

http://h-france.net/the-buz
http://www.lefigaro.fr/.../01016-20120403ARTFI


     Aron, now baptized as Jean-Marie, gets enrolled at a Catholic school. Later, he studies 

literature and languages at the Sorbonne and eventually enters a seminary. In 1954, he is 

ordained as a priest.  

     Specializing in influencing youth and young adults to practice more actively conservative 

Catholicism, he even returns to a childhood habit of reading comic books, a covert practice 

forbidden by his mother. Visit www.imamother.com for more information about this. He 

identifies strongly with adolescents, perhaps because his own coming-of-age was so 

conflicted. This leads in 1997 to a World Youth Day held in Paris presided over by Pope John 

Paul II. Onscreen, these developments are suggested by a scene where Jean-Marie immerses 

himself in a comic book while in flight and one detailing a meeting between him and three 

youths on a country road in France when his automobile breaks down. It is obvious rapport 

with the younger generation is much stronger than that between himself and peers. Gone is 

combativeness, replaced by amiable tolerance. 

     While most content focuses on adult Aron, several flashbacks provide specifics about his 

baptism and conversion, as well as an incident occurring in 1937 during a student exchange 

trip to Germany. There, young Aron is intimidated by the son in his host family. The older boy 

confides that Hitler Youth plan to murder all Jews at the upcoming summer solstice, 

displaying a knife to impress a squirming listener more deeply.   

     Upon returning to France, a worried Jewish boy tries to warn his community about the 

impending pan-European threat. Aron’s is a voice ignored. That will not be the case later. A 

voluble Jean-Marie plans never again to have his words of warning discounted. 

     Each step up the ecclesiastical staircase is accompanied by threats from reactionaries like 

Archbishop Lefevre, who sends disrupters to mar Jean-Marie’s farewell to his Paris parish, 

and disavowals from Jewish conservatives who believe it impossible to simultaneously be 

both Jew and Christian. Charles Lustiger lambastes him as a traitor to his ancestors.  

     Initially, Aron dismisses his father’s contention as sour grapes from a hypocrite. After a 

breach with Fanny, though, he begins to realize his actions may cause an irreparable rift with 

relatives and devout Jews, something he cannot well afford, particularly if he is to mediate 

between the Vatican and world Jewish leaders. An oft-postponed trip to Auschwitz, where his 

mother Gisele was gassed, awakens gnawing guilt and a determination to seek pardon from 

Holocaust survivors for protracted neglect of their pain. He also cannot banish fears of rising 

anti-Semitism in Europe.  

     This new crusade against injustices practiced against Jews propels him into passionate 

struggle with Pope John Paul II, who is amenable to convent establishment at Auschwitz, an 

action infuriating Jews across the planet. The pope is much more concerned with battling 

Communism than mollifying adherents of Judaism, intent on toppling Jaruzelski’s dictatorship 

in his native Poland. He perceives the central contemporary struggle as Christians versus 

http://www.imamother.com/


Totalitarians, with Jews relegated to the sidelines. Jean-Marie momentarily assumes classic 

toadying position. His unpersuasive echo of papal policies alienates even liberal 

leaders within France’s own Catholic church. Pressured by close friend Archbishop  

Decourtray of Lyon and swayed by media reports of increasing dissatisfaction with Rome’s 

intransigency, he ultimately appeals in person to the pontiff for relocation of offending nuns. 

His superior finesses the situation, permitting secret interfaith talks at Chateau Pregny in 

Switzerland during 1986 and 1987 about ending the standoff, yet refusing to either 

acknowledge them publicly or to honor agreements reached there. Though film dialogue 

bypasses this information, Cardinal Glemp of Poland in 1989 overruled those accords, 

allowing the sisters to maintain their foothold even after the triumph of Solidarity and the fall 

of the Berlin Wall. They remained in place until a 1993 overdue papal order evicted them. 

     THE JEWISH CARDINAL’s climax is a final confrontation between leader and adherent, with 

a palliative, apologetic Pole pledging acquiescence to a French subordinate, professing 

sincere grief over their contention. This is historically inaccurate, or patently double-faced. 

Subsequent events indicate no change of heart on the part of Karol Wojtyla, at least not at 

that time.    

     An abbreviated and rushed conclusion instructs audiences the Kaddish was performed in 

2007, as per beforehand request of the Cardinal, at the entrance to Notre Dame Cathedral 

immediately preceding his Catholic funeral rites. What that meant for his soul is open to 

interpretation. 

     Suffering from a schism between lead actor performing a role and persona being 

embodied, THE JEWISH CARDINAL still makes superior dramatic viewing. It offers a window 

into critical political and religious currents transforming Europe in the 1980s, making a strong 

companion piece to Andrzej Wajda’s WALESA, MAN OF HOPE. That recent Polish film 

illuminates the reaction inside Poland to papal persistence in denouncing human rights 

abuses around the world, including those perpetrated in Eastern Europe.  

     Somewhat crude at moments, Chantal Derudder and director Cohen’s teleplay nonetheless 

highlights the spiritual high stakes poker game being played out between East and West 

during the period depicted. The fate of human souls hung in the balance, something Wojtyla 

and Lustiger perceived far better than many of their contemporaries. 

     Especially convincing performances are turned in by Aurélien Recoing as scheming, 

charismatic Pope John Paul II, Pascal Greggory portraying supportive liberal Archbishop 

Albert Decourtray, Audrey Dana charmingly alternating between conciliation and 

admonishing in the role of cousin Fanny, Henri Guybet playing a gruffly wounded Charles 

Lustiger, and Bruno Todeschi enacting Theo Klein, Jean-Marie’s Jewish conscience and 

President of the Council of Jewish Institutions in France (CRIF) during the period examined in 

this film. 



     Music is variable, ranging from the transcendent majesty of traditional Catholic hymns to 

forgettable pop rock heard on a car radio. Nathaniel Méchaly’s original compositions fall in 

the middle, being neither superfluous piffle nor elevated grace notes. 

     With no credited production designer or art director, the film is notable for lavish 

architectural ornamentation, in Rome itself as well as at various other locales in France and 

Italy.  

     Sound recording is beyond reproach, accurate and enveloping thanks to efforts of  

Sylvain Malbrant as sound editor and Laurent Poirier as recording engineer. 

     Lighting is occasionally annoying, backgrounds too frequently blurred or underexposed.  

     On the credit side, Christophe Graillot’s cinematography shows judicious use of space and 

framing, adding to director Cohen’s determination to employ Max Ophuls’ perpetuum mobile 

techniques whenever his central character shows up. This kineticism is matched well to the 

restlessness of his film’s subject. 

     Though not striking enough to justify ranking with the masters, Ilan Duran Cohen’s 

direction does obtain maximum credibility from all cast members except Laurent Lucas, a 

disappointingly unsympathetic and bloodless Cardinal Lustiger. 

     He should have been more watchful with regard to editing; leaps in time forward and 

backward are not well handled, causing more muddling than enlightenment. 

     Given defects cited above, THE JEWISH CARDINAL is still an important film meriting serious 

consideration as education rather than entertainment. Due to sporadic street language and 

very adult themes, the motion picture is appropriate only for adult viewers who can 

comprehend its complexities of characterization. 

     The Film Movement dvd release of THE JEWISH CARDINAL includes a minor ten-minute 

wordless short directed by Isabelle Stead. It’s a live action comedy about an unpopular Jewish 

boy fascinated by superheros who becomes a magnet for neighborhood children after 

adopting a pig as a pet. A fantasy long on whimsy and short on believability, the bagatelle 

shot in France is politically correct, though too heavily stylized and static to be termed 

successful. This dvd is a late June LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley Library. It should 

be available for patrons to borrow sometime in July, 2015. 


